


IN HOLLYWOODLAND is a dark fantasy short film that follows  ZODWA, a 

struggling actress, as she heads to an exciting, once-in-a lifetime audition.  

  

Like Alice before her, Zodwa stumbles through the looking glass but lands in 

Hollywood instead,  a strange place  filled with whimsical characters like 

agent  RABBIT, casting director QUEENIE, studio head Caterpillar DONALD 

CRAPS and director HATTER. Will she survive the madness?



THE CAST

Yetide badaki as “zodwa”

Badaki currently stars as Biquis on American Gods (Starz), and just 
joined the cast of The Magicians (SYFY). Other credits include a 
recurring arc on This Is Us (NBC), Aquarius (NBC), NCIS New 
Orleans (CBS) and Masters of Sex (Showtime).

KAREN DAVID as “QUEENIE”

David currently stars as Grace on Fear The Walking Dead (AMC), and 
recurs as Emma Tig in Legacies (CW). Other credits include her series 
regular role as Princess Isabella in Dan Fogelman’s Galavant (ABC), 
an numerous recurring roles: Jasmine in Once Upon A Time (ABC), 
Barry (HBO), Timeless (NBC) and Criminal Minds (CBS).

DOMINIC BURGESS AS “DONALD CRAPS” JEN RICHARDS as “HATTER” LUKE YOUNGBLOOD as “RABBIT”

Burgess will next be seen in the Mila Kunis/Allison Janney/
Juliette Lewis comedy Breaking News In Yuba County. He is 
currently recurring on Santa Clarita Diet (Netflix), The Good 
Place (NBC), and The Magicians (SYFY).

Richards currently stars in Mrs. Fletcher (HBO) and Tales of 
the City (Netflix). Her other credits include recurring arcs on 
Better Things (FX), Blindspot (NBC), and Nashville (ABC). 
Richards is an Emmy Award nominee for Her Story, a web 
series she created and starred in.

Youngblood is best known as Lee Jordan on the Harry 
Potter film series and as Magnitude on Community (NBC). 
Credits include a series regular role on Galavant (ABC) as 
well as appearances on White Famous (Showtime), Queen 
Of The South (USA), Dr. Ken (ABC) and Lie To Me (FOX).



THE TEAM

DIRECTOR Jessica Sherif

ROSE FADEM-JOHNSTON (CINEMATOGRAPHER)’s  cinematography spans narrative, commercial, 
music videos, and experimental formats.  She earned her MFA at the world-renowned AFI conservatory 
and her BA in Film Production from UCLA.   Her award-winning cinematography has been recognized 
at festivals around the world including Chicago IFF, Toronto, Riff, Montreal, Italian Contemporary, and 
Champs Elysse. Her cinematography work often includes tackling the challenges specific to SFX, VFX, 
stunts, children, animals, and stop-motion animation.

JESSICA SHERIF (DIRECTOR) is a Third Culture Kid - Algerian and French-Canadian, born in Spain and 
raised between the Mediterranean and Canada. She's directed many narrative shorts, including the 80s 
SciFi  Bitchin’ Glitchin’  (Best Film and Best Director nominee, 48HLAFP  2019) and  the comedy  Lady 
Parts (Best Narrative, Hollyshorts 2019 & Outstanding Narrative Short, Tallgrass 2019). Jessica currently 
has a documentary feature in production, has directed branded videos for companies like Soul Pancake 
and ApparentlyJack, and recently shadowed directors on the shows  How To Get Away With 
Murder, Fear The Walking Dead, and American Housewife.
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Originally from Chicago, PATRICK STUMP (COMPOSER) is  a singer-songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, 
record producer, voice actor and composer. He is best known as the lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist 
for the Grammy-nominated,  Billboard-charting  rock  band  Fall Out Boy.  As a composer, Patrick has 
scored the movies Gnome Alone, Spell, The Stew,  Changeland as well as the documentaries    Let 
Science Speak, Everybody's Everything and Adrift: 76 Days Lost at Sea.

JOSHUA COLE (EDITOR) is a commercial & film editor based in Los Angeles. Joshua has cut dozens 
of commercials for numerous brands including Disney, Spotify, Nintendo, and AT&T. He has also edited 
several short films including: 'The Unlicensed Therapist' starring Vincent D'Onofrio which was featured 
at The Louisiana Film Festival; 'Pop Music' which premiered on Short of the Week, featured on Vimeo's 
Staff Picks, and won Best Short Film at The Las Vegas Film Festival; and 'Companion' which was 
featured at the Columbia Gorge International Film Festival.



FILMMAKERS’ STATEMENT

Jessica Sherif, Yetide Badaki and Karen David

Have you ever had that moment where everything seems just a little surreal? Where you wonder if you’re descending into 

madness? And we don’t just mean the year 2020… 

Moving through the entertainment industry as any minority can often feel like stepping into a world that is almost like our 

own…but not quite. Almost like stepping through the looking glass. 

This movie is our realization of the parallels between Wonderland and Hollywood, and by extension our world. So many of 

us experience absurd situations very much akin to the beloved childhood story, similarly seeped in magical realism. 

But the Hollywood Dream™, just like Alice’s magical chase, can come with its own perils. With IN HOLLYWOODLAND, 

we’re looking to explore the duality of said Hollywood magic - its enthralling quality as well as the sinister undercurrents, 

and the absurdity of expectations for women that extend far beyond the entertainment world. 

In this time of #MeToo and #BLM, protests and social unrest, we want to dive deeper into the existing unrealistic 

expectations of ALL female experiences. This project is imbued with allegories from our personal experience - the 

experience of any minority in this business - a never ending game where the goalpost keeps moving. 

The cinematography, production design and music give texture to those themes, becoming an extension of the story. IN 

HOLLYWOODLAND uses color, lighting, movement and sound to push the boundaries of reality. We have also committed 

to diverse casting and to inclusivity both in front and behind the camera.  

This movie is our collective lucid dream. By recognizing the absurdity of the situation we can continue to enact change. 



THE SPECS

GENRE Dark Fantasy

RUNNING TIME

SHOOTING FORMAT

FIND US

SOUND

ASPECT RATIO

9 min 50 sec

ARRI Alexa XT Plus

1:85

www.inhollywoodlandmovie.com

Stereo

http://www.inhollywoodlandmovie.com
http://www.inhollywoodlandmovie.com

